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Abstract
We introduce a new theoretical framework to analyze deep learning optimization with connec-
tion to its generalization error. Existing frameworks such as mean field theory and neural tangent
kernel theory for neural network optimization analysis typically require taking limit of infinite
width of the network to show its global convergence. This potentially makes it difficult to directly
deal with finite width network; especially in the neural tangent kernel regime, we cannot reveal
favorable properties of neural networks beyond kernel methods. To realize more natural analysis,
we consider a completely different approach in which we formulate the parameter training as a
transportation map estimation and show its global convergence via the theory of the infinite di-
mensional Langevin dynamics. This enables us to analyze narrow and wide networks in a unifying
manner. Moreover, we give generalization gap and excess risk bounds for the solution obtained
by the dynamics. The excess risk bound achieves the so-called fast learning rate. In particular,
we show an exponential convergence for a classification problem and a minimax optimal rate for
a regression problem.
1 Introduction
Despite the extensive empirical success of deep learning, there are several missing issues in theoretical
understanding of its optimization and generalizations. Even though there are several theoretical anal-
yses on its generalization error and representation ability [45, 8, 2, 65, 55], they are not necessarily
well connected with optimization procedure. The difficulties in neural network optimization stems
from its non-convexity. Recently, this difficulty of non-convexity is partly resolved by considering in-
finite width limit of networks as performed in mean field theory [57, 39] and Neural Tangent Kernel
(NTK) [30, 20]. These analyses deal with different scaling of parameters for taking the limit of the
width, but they share a similar spirit that an appropriate gradient descent direction can be found in
an over-parameterized setting until convergence.
The mean field analysis formulates the neural network training as a gradient flow in the space of
probability measures over the weights. The gradient flow corresponding to a deterministic dynamics
of the weights can be analyzed as an interacting particle system [46, 17, 52, 53]. On the other hand,
a stochastic dynamics can be formulated as McKean–Vlasov dynamics, and convergence to the global
optimal is ensured by the ergodicity of this dynamics [39, 40]. Intuitively, inducing stochastic noise
makes the solution easier to get out of local optimal and facilitate the convergence to the global
optimal. The McKean-Vlasov type analysis can be conducted not only just an ordinal stochastic
gradient descent but also can be adapted to the optimal control theory. For example, [75, 68, 37]
analyzed the optimal solution path derived from the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for training 2
layer neural network and ResNet.
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The second regime, NTK, deals with larger scaling than the mean field regime, and the gradient
descent dynamics is approximated by that in the tangent space at the initial solution [30, 21, 1, 20, 3].
That is, in the wide limit of the neural network, the gradient descent can seen as that in an reproducing
kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) corresponding to the neural tangent kernel, which resolves the difficulty
of non-convexity. Actually, it is shown that the gradient descent converges to the zero error solution
exponentially fast for a sufficiently large width network [21, 1, 20]. In addition to the optimization,
its generalization error has been also extensively studied in the NTK regime [21, 1, 20, 76, 15, 16, 79,
49, 47, 32]. On the other hand, [27] pointed out that nonconvexity of a deep neural network model is
essential to show superiority of deep learning over linear estimators such as kernel methods as in the
analysis of [63, 28, 64]. Therefore, NTK regime would not be appropriate to show superiority of deep
learning over other methods such as kernel methods.
The above mentioned researches opened up new directions for analyzing deep learning optimization.
However, all of them require that the width should diverge as the sample size goes up to show the global
convergence and obtain generalization error bounds. On the other hand, a convergence guarantee for
“fixed width” training is still difficult and we have not obtained a satisfactory result that can bridge
both of under-parameterized and over-parameterized settings in a unifying manner. One way to tackle
non-convexity in a finite width situation would be stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD)
[77, 50, 22]. This would be useful to show the global convergence for the non-convex optimization in
deep leaning. However, the convergence rate depends exponentially to the dimensionality, which is not
realistic to analyzing neural network training that typically requires huge parameter size.
Our contribution: In this paper, we resolve these difficulties such as (i) diverging width against
sample size and (ii) curse of dimensionality for analyzing Langevin dynamics in neural network training
by formulating the neural network training as a transport map estimation problem of the parameters.
By doing so, we can deal with finite width and infinite width in a unifying manner. We also give a
generalization error bound for the solution obtained by our optimization formulation and further show
that it achieves fast learning rate in a well-specified setting. The preferable generalization error heavily
relies on similarity between a nonparametric Bayesian Gaussian process estimator and the Langevin
dynamics. More details are summarized as follows:
• (formulation)We formulate neural network training as a transportation map learning of weights
(parameters) and solve this problem by infinite dimensional gradient Langevin dynamics in RKHS
[19, 44]. This formulation has a wide range of applications including two layer neural network,
ResNet, Wasserstein optimal transportation map estimation and so on.
• (optimization) Based on this formulation, we show its global convergence for finite width and
infinite width in a unifying manner. We give size independent convergence rate of it.
• (generalization)We derive the generalization error bound of the estimator obtained by our op-
timization framework. We also derive the fast learning rate in a student-teacher setup. Especially,
we show exponential convergence for classification.
2 Problem setting and model: Training parameter transfor-
mation map
In this section, we give the problem setting and notations that will be used in the theoretical analysis.
Basically, we consider the standard supervised leaning where data consists of input-output pairs z =
(x, y) where x ∈ Rd is an input and y ∈ R is an output (or label). We may also consider a unsupervised
learning setting, but just for the presentation simplicity, we consider a supervised learning. Suppose
that we are given n i.i.d. observations Dn = (xi, yi)
n
i=1 distributed from a probability distribution P ,
the marginal distribution of which with respect to x is denoted by PX . We denote X = supp(PX). To
measure the performance of a trained function f , we use a loss function ℓ : R×R→ R ((y, f) 7→ ℓ(y, f))
and define the expected or empirical risk as L(f) := EY,X[ℓ(Y, f(X))], L̂(f) := 1n
∑n
i=1 ℓ(yi, f(xi)).
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As in the standard deep learning, we optimize the training risk L̂. Our theoretical interest is to bound
the following errors for an estimator f̂ :
Excess risk: L(f̂)− inf
f :measurable
L(f), Generalization gap: L(f̂)− L̂(f̂).
In a typical situation, the generalization gap is bounded as O(1/
√
n) via VC-theory type analysis
[42], for example. On the other hand, the excess risk can be faster than O(1/
√
n), which is known
as a fast learning rate [41, 5, 33, 25]. The population L2-norm with respect to P is denoted by
‖f‖L2 :=
√
EZ∼P [f(Z)2] and the sup-norm on the domain of the input distribution PX is denoted by
‖f‖∞ := supx∈supp(PX ) |f(x)|.
2.1 Introductory setting: mean field training of two layer neural network
Here, we explain the motivation of our theoretical framework by introducing mean field analysis of
two layer neural networks. Let us consider the following two layer neural network model:
fΘ(x) =
1
M
M∑
m=1
amσ(w
⊤
mx). (1)
where σ : R → R is a smooth activation function, (am)Mm=1 ⊂ R is the set of weights in the second
layer which we assume is fixed for simplicity, and Θ = (wm)
M
m=1 ⊂ Rd is the set of weights in the first
layer. We aim to minimize the following regularized empirical risk with respect to Θ and analyze the
dynamics of gradient descent updates:
min
Θ
L̂(fΘ) + λ
2M
M∑
m=1
‖wm‖2.
The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) update for optimizing L̂(fΘ) with respect to Θ is reduced to
w(t+1)m = w
(t)
m − η
(
λ
M
w(t)m +∇wm L̂(fΘ(t))
)
+
√
η/βǫ
(m)
t (2)
where ∇wm L̂(fΘ(t))) = amM 1n
∑n
i=1 xiσ
′(w(t)⊤m xi)ℓ′(yi, fΘ(t)(xi)) and ǫ
(m)
t is an i.i.d. Gaussian noise
mimicking the deviation of the stochastic gradient. Here, η > 0 is a step size and β > 0 is an
inverse temperature parameter. This could be time discretized version of the following continuous
time stochastic differential equation (SDE): dwm(t) = −
(
λ
Mwm(t) +∇wm(t)L̂(fΘ(t))
)
dt+
√
η/βdB
(m)
t
where (B
(m)
t )t is a d-dimensional Brownian motion. In the mean field analysis, this optimization
process is casted to an optimization of probability distribution over the parameters [39, 40, 46, 17]
based on the following integral representation of neural networks:
fρ(x) :=
∫
Rd
aσ(w⊤x)dρ(w), (3)
where ρ is a Borel probability measure defined on the parameter space Rd and the parameter in the
second layer is fixed to a constant a ∈ R just for presentation simplicity. The time evolution of the
distribution ρ is deduced from the optimization dynamics with respect to each “particle” given by
dW (t) = −
(
λW (t) + a
1
n
n∑
i=1
xiσ
′(W (t)⊤xi
)
ℓ′(yi, fρt(xi)))dt +
√
β−1dBt,
where ρt is the probability law of W (t) ∈ Rd with an initial distribution W0 ∼ ρ0, which is one
of McKean-Vlasov processes. We can see that this equation is space-time continuous limit of the
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update Eq. (2). Importantly, ρt admits a density function πt obeying the so-called continuity equation
[39, 40]. The usual finite width network is regarded as a finite sum approximation of the integral
representation (Eq. (3)). As a consequence, the convergence analysis needs to take limit of infinite
width to approximate the absolutely continuous distribution ρt. Hence, a finite width dynamics is
outside the scope of mean field analysis. This is due to the fact that an independent noise is injected
to each particle regardless the location of particle: the diffusion Bt is independently and identically
applied to each realized path {W (t) | t ≥ 0} (interaction between particles is induced only through
gradient). However, in a real neural network training, the noise induced by stochastic gradient has
high correlation between each node. Thus, we need a different approach.
Lift of McKean-Vlasov process Our core idea is to “lift” the stochastic processW (t) as a process
of a function with the initial value W (0). For each W (0) = w0, the particle’s location at time t is
determined by W (t) = W (t, w0). This means that the process generates a function w0 7→ W (t, w0)
with respect to the initial solution w0. By considering the stochastic process of this function itself
directly, the dynamics is transformed to an infinite dimensional stochastic differential equation, which
has been studied especially in the stochastic partial differential equation [19]. In other words, we try to
estimate a map from the initial parameters to the solution at time t instead of analyzing each particle’s
behavior.
From this perspective, we can directly regularize the smoothness of the trajectory, especially, we
can incorporate a smoothed noise of the dynamics by utilizing a spatially correlated Gaussian process
in the space of functions on parameters. Let Wt(w) = W (t, w) and we regard Wt as a member of
L2(ρ0) space. Then, fρt can be rewritten by
fWt(x) :=
∫
Rd
aσ(Wt(w)
⊤x)dρ0(w) =
∫
Rd
aσ(w⊤x)dWt♯ρ0(w), (4)
where Wt♯ρ0 is the pushforward of the measure ρ0 by the map Wt, i.e., f♯µ(B) := µ ◦ f−1(B) =
µ(f−1(B)) for a Borel measurable map f : Rd → Rd, a Borel measure µ, and a Borel set B ⊂ Rd. By
using this notation, the stochastic process we consider can be written as
dWt = −(AWt +∇W L̂(fWt))dt+
√
β−1dξt, (5)
where A : L2(ρ0) → L2(ρ0) is an unbounded linear operator corresponding to a regularization
(which will be explained later in more details), ∇W L̂(fW ) is the Frechet derivative of L̂(fW )
with respect to W in the space of L2(ρ0), in our setting, which is given by ∇W L̂(fW )(w) =
a 1n
∑n
i=1 xiσ
′(W (w)⊤xi)ℓ′(yi, fW (xi)). (ξt)t is a cylindric Brownian motion in L2(ρ0) [19], which
is an infinite dimensional Brownian motion and will be defined rigorously later on. In practical deep
learning, the regularization term AWt is induced by several mechanism such as weight decay [35],
dropout [59, 73], batch-normalization [29]. As a result, the regularization term AWt introduces spatial
correlation between particles unlike the McKean-Vlasov process.
Then, training two layer neural networks is formulated as optimizing the map W : w ∈ Rd 7→
W (w) ∈ Rd with the initial condition W0 = I (identity map). This dynamics is well analyzed and
guaranteed to converge to at least a stationary distribution (a.k.a., invariant measure) under mild
assumptions [18, 38, 58, 31, 56, 26] which is useful to show convergence to a (near) global optimal.
Remark 1. We would like to emphasize that our formulation admits a finite width neural network
training by setting the initial distribution ρ0 as a discrete distribution ρ0 =
1
M
∑M
m=1 δwm for a Dirac
measure δwm which has probability 1 on a point wm. In this situation, optimizing the map Wt corre-
sponds to optimizing the finite width model (1) because ρt = Wt♯ρ0 =
1
M
∑M
m=1 δWt(wm) which is still
a discrete distribution throughout entire t ∈ R+. This is remarkably different from both mean field
analysis and NTK analysis that essentially take infinite width limits: mean field analysis in [39, 40]
requires M = Ω(eT ) for a time horizon T and NTK requires M = Ω(poly(n)) [79].
4
General formulation of our optimization problem Here, we describe mathematical details of
optimizing the transportation map in more general formulation and give a practical algorithm of the
corresponding GLD. We assume that the map Wt(·) is included in a separable Hilbert space H with
norm ‖ · ‖H and an inner product 〈·, ·〉H (in the previous section, H = L2(ρ0)). The Hilbert space
H consists of functions whose domain is a set W and whose range is W˜ (in the previous example,
W = Rd amd W˜ = Rd). Since a function w ∈ H has no smoothness condition in typical settings, we
consider a more “regulated” subspace of H. Such a subspace is denoted by HK and given by
HK :=
{ ∞∑
k=0
αkek |
∞∑
k=0
α2k/µk <∞
}
,
where (ek)
∞
k=0 is an orthonormal basis of H and (µk)∞k=0 is a non-increasing non-negative sequence.
We equip an inner product 〈·, ·〉HK to the space HK defined by 〈f, g〉HK =
∑∞
k=0 αkβk/µk for f =∑∞
k=0 αkek ∈ HK and g =
∑∞
k=0 βkek ∈ HK . Correspondingly, the norm ‖ · ‖HK is defined from
the inner product. When H = L2(ρ0), HK becomes a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS)
corresponding to a kernel function K(x, y) =
∑∞
k=0 µkek(x)ek(y) where x, y ∈ Rd. That is, we have
the reproducing property 〈K(x, ·),W 〉HK = W (x) for each W ∈ HK . Based on the norm ‖ · ‖HK , we
define an unbounded linear operator A : H → H as
Af = λ
∞∑
k=0
αk
µk
ek,
for f =
∑∞
k=0 αkek ∈ H. We note that Af = λ∇f‖f‖2HK which is a Frechet derivative of λ‖ · ‖2HK inH (which is the derivative of the RKHS norm, if HK is an RKHS). We assume that for each W ∈ H,
there exits a function fW : R
d → R as in Eq. (4), and we basically aim to minimize the regularized
empirical risk
L̂(fW ) + λ‖W‖2HK .
By abuse of notation, we denote by L̂(W ) indicating L̂(fW ). To execute this non-convex optimization,
we use the GLD in the infinite dimensional Hilbert space H as introduced in Eq. (5). Here, (ξt)t≥0
in Eq. (5) is the cylindrical Brownian motion defined as ξt =
∑
k≥0 B
(k)
t ek where (B
(k)
t )t≥0 is a real
valued standard Brownian motion and they are independently identical for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . 1. Then, we
can formally define the GLD in the infinite dimensional Hilbert space H as Eq. (5):
dWt = −(AWt +∇W L̂(Wt))dt+
√
β−1dξt.
Since this is defined on a continuous time domain, we introduce a discrete time implicit Euler scheme
for practical implementation:
Wk+1=Wk − η(AWk+1 +∇W L̂(Wk)) +
√
η
β ǫk
⇔ Wk+1 = Sη
(
Wk − η∇W L̂(Wk) +
√
η
β ǫk
)
, (6)
where η > 0 is the step size and Sη = (I + ηA)
−1. We can see that the “regularization effect” AW
induces the spacial smoothness of the noise of the gradient. It is known that under some assumption
(Assumption 1 below is sufficient), the process (5) has a unique invariant measure π∞ given by
dπ∞
dνβ
(W ) ∝ exp(−βL̂(W )),
1More natural modeling would be that the regularization A and the covariance of ξt depend on the current solution
Wt, but we consider this simplest model for technical tractability.
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where νβ is the Gaussian measure in H with mean 0 and covariance (βA)−1 (see [19] for its derivation
and the rigorous definition of the Gaussian measure on a Hilbert space). In a special situation where
β = n, λ = 1/n and βL̂(W ) is a log-likelihood function of some model, this invariant measure is
nothing but the Bayes posterior distribution for a Gaussian process prior corresponding to the RKHS
HK . Remarkably, this formulation can be applied to several problems other than training two layer
neural networks:
• Ordinary nonparametric regression model: W = Rd, W˜ = R and
fW (x) =W (x).
• Two layer neural networks (continuous topology): W = W˜ = Rd and
fW =
∫
Rd
a(w)σ(W (w)⊤x)dρ0(w).
• Two layer neural networks (discrete topology): W = {1, 2, 3, . . .}, W˜ = Rd and
fW =
∞∑
m=1
amσ(W (m)
⊤x).
• ResNet: W = Rd × {1, . . . , T }, W˜ = Rd and
fW (x)=u
⊤
(
I+
∫
Rd
aw,Tσ(W (w, T )
⊤·)dρ0(w)
)
◦ · · · ◦
(
I+
∫
Rd
aw,1σ(W (w, 1)
⊤x)dρ0(w)
)
,
where u ∈ Rd and aw,t ∈ Rd for w ∈ Rd and t ∈ {1, . . . , T }.
• Wasserstein optimal transportation map: W = W˜ = Rd and
fW (x) =W (x).
For random variables X and Y obeying distributions P and Q respectively: W2(P,Q) =
minW :Q=fW ♯P EX∼P [‖X − fW (X)‖2].
3 Optimization error bound of transportation map learning
To show convergence of the dynamics (6), we utilize the recent result given by [44]. Let ‖W‖ε :=(∑
k≥0(µk)
2ε〈W, ek〉2H
)1/2
and PNW :=
∑N−1
k=0 〈W, ek〉Hek for W ∈ H where (ek)k is the orthonormal
system of H. Accordingly, let HN be the image of PN : HN = PNH.
Assumption 1.
(i) (Eigenvalue condition) There exists a constant cµ such that µk ≤ cµ(k + 1)−2.
(ii) (Boundedness and Smoothness) There exist B,M > 0 such that the gradient of the empirical
risk is bounded by B and is M -Lipschitz continuous with α ∈ (1/4, 1) almost surely:
‖∇L̂(W )‖H ≤ B (∀W ∈ H), ‖∇L̂(W )−∇L̂(W ′)‖H ≤ L‖W −W ′‖α (∀W,W ′ ∈ H).
(iii) (Third order smoothness [13, Assumption 2.7]) Let L̂N : HN → R be L̂N = L̂(PNW ).
L̂ is three times differentiable, and there exists α′ ∈ [0, 1), Cα′ ∈ (0,∞) such that for all
N ∈ N and ∀W,h, k ∈ HN , ‖∇3L̂N (W ) · (h, k)‖α′ ≤ Cα′‖h‖H‖k‖H, ‖∇3L̂N (W ) · (h, k)‖H ≤
Cα′‖h‖−α′‖k‖H (a.s.), where ∇3L̂N (W ) is the third-order derivative, we identify it with third-
order linear form, and we also write ∇3L̂N (W ) · (h, k) for the Riesz representor of l ∈ H 7→
∇3L̂N (W ) · (h, k, l).
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Then, we can show the following weak convergence rate. Let πk be the probability measure on H
corresponding to the distribution of Wk.
Proposition 1. Assume Assumption 1 holds and β > η. Suppose that ∃R¯ > 0, 0 ≤ ℓ(Y, fW (X)) ≤ R¯
for any W ∈ H (a.s.). Let ρ = 11+λη/µ0 and b =
µ0
λ B +
cµ
βλ . Then, for
2 Λ∗η =
min
(
λ
2µ0
, 12
)
4 log(κ(V¯+1)/(1−δ))δ and
CW0 = κ[V¯ + 1] +
√
2(R¯+b)√
δ
where 0 < δ < 1 satisfying δ = Ω(exp(−Θ(poly(λ−1)β))), b¯ = max{b, 1},
κ = b¯ + 1 and V¯ = 4b¯/(
√
(1+ρ1/η)/2−ρ1/η), and for any 0 < a < 1/4, the following convergence bound
holds for almost sure observation Dn: for either L = L or L = L̂,
|EWk∼πk [L(Wk)]− EW∼π∞ [L(W )]| ≤ C1
[
CW0 exp(−Λ∗ηηk) +
√
β
Λ∗0
η1/2−a
]
=: Ξk, (7)
where C1 is a constant depending only on cµ, B, L, Cα′ , a, R¯ (independent of η, k, β, λ).
We utilized the theories of [44] as the core technique to show this proposition. Its complete proof
is given in Appendix A. We can see that as k goes to infinity the first term of the right hand side
converges exponentially, and as the step size η goes to 0, the second term converges arbitrary close to
the rate of
√
η. It is known that the convergence rate with respect to η is optimal [14]. Therefore, if we
choose sufficiently small η and sufficiently large k, we can sample Wk that obeys nearly the invariant
measure π∞. As we will see later, sample from π∞ has a nice property in terms of generalization. As
we have remarked in Remark 1, the convergence is guaranteed even for the finite width neural network
setting, i.e., ρ0 is a discrete distribution in the model (4). This is much advantageous against existing
framework such as mean field analysis and NTK.
4 Generalization error analysis
Generalization gap bound Here, we analyze the generalization error of the solution ofWk obtained
by the dynamics (6).
Theorem 1. Assume Assumption 1 holds with β > η, and assume that the loss function is bounded,
i.e., there exits R¯ > 0 such that ∀W ∈ H, 0 ≤ ℓ(Y, fW (X)) ≤ R¯ (a.s.). Then, for any 1 > δ > 0, with
probability 1− δ, the generalization error is bounded by
EWk [L(Wk)] ≤ EWk [L̂(Wk)] +
R¯2√
n
[
2
(
1 +
2β√
n
)
+ log
(
1 + eR¯
2/2
δ
)]
+ 2Ξk.
The proof is given in Appendix B. To prove this, we used a PAC-Bayes stability bound [51]. From
this theorem, we have that the generalization error is bounded by O(1/
√
n) and the optimization error
Ξk. The O(1/
√
n) term is the generalization gap for the stationary distribution, and as k goes to
infinity, the total generalization gap converges to this one. [43] also showed a PAC-Bayesian stability
bound for a finite dimensional Langevin dynamics (roughly speaking, their bound is O(
√
βB2/(nλ))),
but their proof technique is quite different from ours. Our proof analyzes the generalization error under
the stationary distribution of the dynamics and bounds the gap between the stationary distribution
and the current solution, while [43] evaluated the bound by “accumulating” the error through the
updates without analyzing the stationary distribution.
Excess risk bound: fast learning rate Next, we bound the excess risk. Unlike the O(1/
√
n)
convergence rate of the generalization gap bound, we can derive a fast learning rate which is faster
than O(1/
√
n) in a setting of realizable case, i.e., a student-teacher model, for the excess risk instead of
the generalization gap. As a concrete example, we keep the following two layer neural network model
2Throughout the paper, we consider the natural logarithm: log(x) ≡ log
e
(x).
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in our mind. For a map W : Rd1 → Rd2 , let a “clipped map” W¯ be W¯ (w) := R× sig(W (w)/R), where
R ≥ 1 is a constant and sig(·) is the sigmoid function 1/(1 + e−x) applied elementwise. Then, the
following two layer neural network model falls into our analysis:
fW (x) :=
∫
R×Rd
W¯2(a)σ(W¯1(w)
⊤x)dρ0(a, w) (8)
for W = (W1,W2) : R
d × R → Rd × R and an activation function σ that is 1-Lipschitz continuous
and included in a Ho¨lder class C3(R). Here, we used the clipping operation only for a technical reason
because the current convergence analysis of the infinite dimensional Langevin dynamics requires a
boundedness condition. This could be removed if we could show its convergence under more relaxed
conditions. The fast learning rate analysis is not restricted to the two layer model, but it can be
applied as long as the following statement is satisfied (e.g., ResNet).
Lemma 1. For the model (8), if ‖x‖ ≤ D for any x ∈ supp(PX), then it holds that ‖fW − fW ′‖∞ ≤
(1 +RD)‖W −W ′‖L2(ρ0) where ‖W −W ′‖2L2(ρ0) :=
∫ ‖W ((a, w)) −W ′((a, w))‖2dρ0(a, w).
The proof is given in Appendix C. This lemma indicates that to estimate a function fW∗ , its
estimation error can be bounded by the estimation error of the parameter W . To ensure the smooth
gradient assumption (Assumption (ii)) and characterize the estimation accuracy precisely by the model
complexity, we consider an RKHS with “smoothness” parameter γ as the model of W . Let TK :
H → H be a linear bounded operator such that 〈TKh, h′〉H =
∑∞
k=0 µkαkα
′
k for h =
∑
k αkek and
h′ =
∑
k α
′
kek. Let the range of power of TK be HKγ = {f = T γ/2K h | h ∈ H} for γ > 0. We can
see that γ = 1 corresponds to HK and γ controls the “complexity” of HKγ , that is, if γ < 1, then
HK →֒ HKγ , and otherwise, HKγ →֒ HK . We consider a problem of optimizing L̂(fW ) or L(fW )
with respect to W in the model HKγ respectively. To do so, by noticing that any g ∈ HKγ can
be written as g = T
γ/2
K W for W ∈ H, we write the empirical and population risk with respect to
W ∈ H as L̂(W ) = L̂(f
T
γ/2
K W
), L(W ) = L(f
T
γ/2
K W
). Let f∗ ∈ argminf L(f) where min is taken over
all measurable functions and we assume the existence the minimizer.
Example 1. As an example, the model given above includes a situation in which ρ0 is a discrete
distribution represented as dρ0 =
∑∞
m=0 αmδ(a(0)m ,w(0)m )
where αm is the probability mass of them-th node
(qm ≥ 0,
∑∞
m=0 qm = 1), δ(a,w) is the Dirac measure that has probability mass 1 on (a, w) ∈ R× Rd,
and {(a(0)m , w(0)m )}∞m=0 is the initial weight; that is, by writing W1(w(0)m ) = w1,m and W2(a(0)m ) = w2,m,
fW (x) =
∞∑
m=0
qmW¯2(a
(0)
m )σ(W¯1(w
(0)
m ))
⊤x) =
∞∑
m=0
qmw¯2,mσ(w¯
⊤
1,mx).
Note that by setting qm = 0 for m ≥ M with some M ∈ N, the model is reduced to a finite width
neural network (fW (x) =
∑M
m=0 qmw¯2,mσ(w¯
⊤
1,mx)). In this case, W = (W1,W2) can be identified with
vectorization of concatenation of (w1,m, w2,m)
∞
m=1 and we can induce the RKHS norm as
‖W‖2HK =
∞∑
m=0
1
µm
(w22,m + ‖w1,m‖2).
Then, it holds that T
γ/2
K W = (µ
γ/2w1,m, µ
γ/2w2,m), which yields
f
T
γ/2
K W
(x) =
∞∑
m=0
qm(µ
γ/2
m w2,m)σ
(
(µ
γ/2
m w1,m)
⊤x
)
.
Our formulation includes not only the integral representation of neural network but also the (“usual”)
discretized neural network model with either finite or infinite width. Our analysis reveals the global
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convergence of the Langevin dynamics and its generalization error under a proper regularization of the
weight. Our model also covers a situation where W2(a) is a constant, e.g., W2(a) = 1. In that case,
the model can be given as
f
T
γ/2
K W
(x) =
∞∑
m=0
qmσ
(
(µ
γ/2
m w1,m)
⊤x
)
.
Assumption 2 (Bernstein condition and predictor condition [72, 7]). The loss function ℓ(y, ·) is
included in C3(R) for any y ∈ supp(PY ). The Bernstein condition is satisfied: there exist CB > 0 and
s ∈ (0, 1] such that for any fW in the model,
E[(ℓ(Y, fW (X))− ℓ(Y, f∗(X)))2] ≤ CB(L(fW )− L(f∗))s.
Moreover, we assume that, for any h : Rd → R and x ∈ supp(PX), it holds that
EY |X=x
[
exp
(
− β
n
(ℓ(Y, h(x))− ℓ(Y, f∗(x)))
)]
≤ 1.
The first assumption is called Bernstein condition. We can show that this condition is satisfied by
the logistic loss and the squared loss with bounded fW and f
∗ (Theorem 3). The second assumption
is called predictor condition [72] and can be satisfied if ℓ is a log-likelihood function and the model
is correctly specified (that is, the true conditional probability density (or probability mass) p(y|x) is
expressed as p(y|x) ≃ exp(−ℓ(y, f∗(x)))). To extend the theory to misspecified situations, we need
the second assumption. For example, if we use a squared loss in a regression problem whereas the
label noise is not Gaussian, then it is a misspecified situation but if the noise has a light tail (such as
sub-Gaussian), then the assumption can be satisfied [72].
Our analysis is valid even if f∗ cannot be represented by fW forW ∈ H. This model misspecification
can be incorporated as bias-variance trade-off in the excess risk bound. This trade-off can be captured
by the following concentration function. Let HK˜ = HKγ+1 , and the Gaussian process law of T γ/2K W
for W ∼ νβ be ν˜β . Then, define the concentration function as
φβ,λ(ǫ) := inf
h∈HK˜ :L(h)−L(f∗)≤ǫ2
βλ‖h‖2HK˜ − log ν˜β({h ∈ H : ‖h‖H ≤ ǫ}) + log(2),
where, if there does not exist h ∈ HK˜ satisfying the condition in inf, then we set φβ,λ(ǫ) =∞.
Theorem 2. Assume 2 hold, ‖x‖ ≤ D (∀x ∈ X ), γ > 1/2, β > η and β ≤ n. Assume also
0 ≤ ℓ(Y, f(X)) ≤ R¯ (a.s.) for any f = fW (W ∈ H) and f = f∗. Let α˜ := 1/{2(γ + 1)} and θ be an
arbitrary real number satisfying 0 < θ < 1− α˜. We define
ǫ∗ := inf{ǫ > 0 : φβ,λ(ǫ) ≤ βǫ2} ∨ n− 12−s .
Then, the expected excess risk is bounded as
EDn [EWk [L(Wk)]− L(f∗)] ≤ C
[
ǫ∗2 ∨ (βnǫ∗2 + n− 11+α˜/θ (λβ) 2α˜/θ1+α˜/θ ) 12−s ∨ 1n]+ Ξk, (9)
where C is a constant independent of n, β, λ, η, k.
The proof is given in Appendix D.2. It is proven by using the technique of nonparametric Bayes
contraction rate analysis [23, 69, 70]. However, we cannot adapt these existing techniques because (i)
the loss function is not necessarily the log-likelihood function, (ii) the inverse temperature is gener-
ally different from the sample size. In that sense, our proof is novel to derive an excess risk for (i)
misspecified models, and (ii) stochastic estimator with a general inverse temperature parameter.
If the bias is not zero, i.e., infW∈H L(W ) − L(f∗) = δ0 > 0, then we may choose ǫ∗2 = Θ(δ0)
because φβ,λ(ǫ) is finite for ǫ
2 > δ0 and infinite for ǫ
2 < δ0. Thus, a misspecified setting is covered.
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(i) Example of fast rate: Regression Here, we apply the general result to a nonparametric
regression problem by the neural network model. We consider the following nonparametric regression
model: yi = fW∗(xi) + ǫi, for W
∗ ∈ H where ǫi is an i.i.d. noise with mean 0 and |ǫi| ≤ C <
∞ (a.s.). To estimate fW∗ , we employ the squared loss ℓ(y, f) = (y − f)2. Then, we can easily
confirm that f∗ is achieved by fW∗ via a simple calculation: argminf L(f) = fW∗ . Moreover, for the
squared loss, s = 1 is satisfied as remarked just after Assumption 2. Moreover, we further assume
that W ∗ ∈ HKθ(γ+1) for θ < 1 − α˜. Then, the “bias” and “variance” terms can be evaluated as
infh∈HK˜ :L(h)−L(f∗)≤ǫ2 λβ‖h‖2HK˜ . λβǫ−
2(1−θ)
θ and − log ν˜β({h ∈ H : ‖h‖H ≤ ǫ}) . (ǫ/(λβ)1/2)− 2α˜1−α˜ .
Accordingly, we can show the following excess risk bound:
EDn [EWk [L(Wk)]− L(f∗)] . max
{
(λβ)
2α˜/θ
1+α˜/θn−
1
1+α˜/θ , λ−α˜β−1, λθ, 1/n
}
+ Ξk, (10)
(see Appendix D.4 for the derivation). In particular, if β = λ−1 = n, then this convergence rate can be
rewritten as max{n− 11+α˜/θ , n−θ}, which can be faster than 1/√n and is controlled by the “difficulty”
of the problem α˜ and θ.
Remark 2. As an example, if the RKHS HK is a Sobolev space Wα+d/2(Rd) with regularity parameter
α+ d/2 (more precisely, each output Wi(·) is a member of a Sobolev space) and H is L2(ρ0), then we
can set α˜ = d2α+d . If the true parameter W
∗ is included in another Sobolev space W β(Rd) for β ≤ α,
then we may choose θ = 2β/(2α+ d) and the convergence rate is bounded by n−min{α,β}/(2α+d), which
coincides with the posterior contraction rate of Gaussian process estimator derived in [70]. It is known
that, if α = β, this achieves the minimax optimal rate [78].
(ii) Example of fast rate: Classification (exponential convergence) Here, we consider a
binary classification problem y ∈ {±1}. We employ the logistic loss function ℓ(y, f) = log(1+exp(−yf))
for y ∈ {±1} and f ∈ R. Corresponding to the loss function, we define the expected loss conditioned
by X = x as h(u|x) = E[ℓ(Y, u)|X = x]. Note that h(0|x) = log(2). We assume that the strength noise
of this binary classification problem is low as follows.
Assumption 3 (Strong low noise condition). Let h∗(x) := infu∈R h(u|x). Assume that there ex-
ists δ > 0 such that h∗(x) ≤ log(2) − δ. Moreover, for any ǫ > 0, there exists W ∈ H such that
supx∈supp(PX ) |h(fW (x)|x) − h∗(x)| ≤ ǫ.
The first assumption is satisfied if the label probability is away from the even probability 1/2:
|P (Y |X = x)−1/2| > Ω(√δ). This condition means that the class label has less noisy than completely
random labeling. In that sense, we call this assumption the strong low noise condition, which has been
analyzed in [34, 4, 48]. A weaker low noise condition was introduced by [67] as Tsybakov’s low noise
condition. The second assumption can be relaxed to the existence of W only for some ǫ > c0δ with
sufficiently small c0, but we don’t pursuit this direction for simplicity.
Assumption 4. Assume X (= supp(PX)) ⊂ [0, 1]d, PX has density and it is lower bounded as p(x) ≥
c0 (∀x ∈ supp(PX)) on its support. For 2m > d and m ≥ 3, the activation function satisfies σ ∈ Cm(R)
and f∗ is included in the Sobolev space Wm(X ) defined on X .
The following theorem gives an upper-bound of the probability of “perfect classification” for the
estimator. More specifically, it shows the error probability converges in an exponential rate.
Theorem 3. Under Assumptions 3 and 4, the convergence in Theorem 2 holds for s = 1. Let the
convergence rate in the right hand side of Eq. (9) in Theorem 2 be u∗, and let g∗(x) = sign(P (Y =
1|X = x)− 1/2) be the Bayes classifier. If the sample size n is sufficiently large and λ is appropriately
chosen, then the classification error converges exponentially with respect to β and k:
E[πk({Wk ∈ H | PX(sign(fWk(X)) = g∗(X)) 6= 1})] .
Ξk
δ2m/(2m−d)
+ exp(−c′βδ
2m
2m−d ).
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The proof is given in Appendix D.3. This theorem states that if we choose the step size η sufficiently
small, then the error probability converges exponentially as k and β increase. Even if the first term
of the right hand side is larger than the second term, we can make this as small as the second term
by running the algorithm several times and picking up the best one with respect to validation error if
Ξk ≪ 1 (see Appendix D.3 for this discussion).
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have formulated the deep learning training as a transportation map estimation and
analyzed its convergence and generalization error through the infinite dimensional Langevin dynam-
ics. Unlike exiting analysis, our formulation can incorporate spatial correlation of noise and achieve
global convergence without taking the limit of infinite width. The generalization analysis reveals the
dynamics achieves a stable estimator with O(1/
√
n) convergence of generalization error and shows fast
learning rate of the excess risk. Finally, we have shown a convergence rate of excess risk for regres-
sion and classification. The rate for regression recovers the minimax optimal rate known in Bayesian
nonparametrics and that for classification achieves exponential convergence under the strong low noise
condition.
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——Appendix——
Additional notation
For a measurable function f : X → R, we define
‖f‖∞ := sup
x∈supp(PX)
|f(x)|.
A Proof of Proposition 1
We apply the result [44]. Let {Zn}n∈N be a dynamics obeying
Zn+1 = SηZn +
√
η/βSηεn,
with Z0 = 0. Let k(p) := supn≥0 E(‖Zn‖p) for p > 0, then it is known that k(p) < ∞ for any p > 0.
Let {Zn}n∈N solve Z0 = 0 and with β > η. Then, we can show that k(p) := supn≥0 E(‖Zn‖p) < ∞
(∀p > 0)[44]. Using k(p), we define b′ = µ0λ B + k(1). We will show that k(1) ≤ cµβλ . Then, we can see
that b′ ≤ b. Now, we show k(1) ≤ cµβλ . First, note that
Zn =
√
η
β
n−1∑
ℓ=0
Sn−ℓη ǫℓ.
Therefore, we have
E[‖Zn‖2] = η
β
n−1∑
ℓ=0
Tr[S2(n−ℓ)η ] =
η
β
Tr
[
(S2η − S2nη )(I − S2η)−1
] ≤ η
β
Tr
[
S2η(I − S2η)−1
]
=
η
β
∞∑
k=0
(
1
1 + ηλ/µk
)2(
1− 1
(1 + ηλ/µk)2
)−1
=
η
β
∞∑
k=0
1
(1 + ηλ/µk)2 − 1
≤ η
β
∞∑
k=0
1
2ηλ/µk
≤ 1
2βλ
∞∑
k=0
cµ(k + 1)
−2 ≤ cµ
βλ
.
Then, Jensen’s inequality yields k(1) = E[‖Zn‖H] ≤
√
E[‖Zn‖2H] ≤
√
cµ
βλ .
Let φ : H → R be a test function satisfying |φ(·)| ≤ V (·) and ‖φ(x)−φ(y)‖ ≤M‖x− y‖ (x, y ∈ H)
for M > 0. Then, [44] showed that there exists a unique invariant measure µη and the following
exponential convergence of the expectation of φ holds:
|Ex0 [φ(Xn)]− E[φ(Xµη )]| ≤ Cx0 exp(−Λ∗η(ηn− 1)). (11)
where
Λ∗η =
min
(
λ
2µ0
, 12
)
4 log(κ(V¯ + 1)/(1− δ))δ, CW0 = κ[V¯ + 1] +
√
2(R¯ + b)√
δ
with 0 < δ < 1 satisfying δ = Ω(exp(−C′poly(λ−1)β)), b¯ = max{b, 1}, κ = b¯ + 1 and V¯ =
4b¯√
(1+ρ1/η)/2−ρ1/η . To show this we note that β in [44] is 2β using β in this paper. The definition
of δ is not explicitly shown in [44] (in particular, λ is omitted), but we can recover our definition from
the proof. Moreover, [44] assumed that there exists λ0, Cα,2 ∈ (0,∞) such that
‖∇L̂(W )−∇L̂(W ′)‖H ≤ L‖W −W ′‖H (∀W,W ′ ∈ H),
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|∇2L̂(W ) · (h, k)| ≤ Cα,2‖h‖H‖k‖α (∀W,h, k ∈ H),
instead of our assumption ‖∇L̂(W ) − ∇L̂(W ′)‖H ≤ L‖W −W ′‖α. However, we can see that their
proof is valid even under our assumption.
Let C2b be a set of functions f : H → R that is continuously twice differentiable with bounded
derivatives. Under the same setting above, [44] also showed that, for any 0 < κ < 1/2, 0 < η0, there
exists a constant C such that, if the test function φ satisfies φ ∈ C2b , then for any 0 < η < η0, it holds
that
|E[φ(Xµη )]− E[φ(Xπ∞)]| ≤ C ‖φ‖0,2
Λ∗0
cβη
1/2−κ, (12)
where ‖φ‖0,2 := max{‖φ‖∞, supx∈H ‖∇φ(x)‖H, supx∈H ‖∇2φ(x)‖B(H)} for φ ∈ C2b where ‖ · ‖B(H) is
the norm as a linear operator.
Thus, if we let φ(·) = L̂(·)/R¯, then φ satisfies the assumption withM = B/R¯. Therefore, we obtain
that
|Ex0[L̂(Xn)]− E[L̂(Xπ∞)]| ≤ R¯
[
Cx0 exp(−Λ∗η(ηn− 1)) + C
‖φ‖0,2
Λ∗0
cβη
1/2−κ
]
.
This gives the assertion.
Finally, we would like to note that since the assumption is satisfied almost surely, L also satisfies
the assumption instead of L̂. That means the same convergence rate holds also for φ(W ) = L.
B Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. [51] proved that, for any probability measure Q which is absolutely continuous to π∞, it holds
that
EW∼Q[L(W )] ≤ EW∼Q[L̂(W )] + 1√
n
KL(Q||π∞) + R¯
2
√
n
[
2
(
1 +
2β√
n
)
+ log
(
1 + eR¯
2/2
δ
)]
, (13)
with probability 1− δ.
On the other hand, Proposition 1 gives that
|EWk∼πk [L(Wk)]− EW∼π∞ [L(W )]| ≤ Ξk,
|EWk∼πk [L̂(Wk)]− EW∼π∞ [L̂(W )]| ≤ Ξk.
Then, by substituting Q = π∞ into Eq. (13) and applying the two inequalities above, we obtain the
assertion.
C Proof of Lemma 1
By the definition of fW , we have
fW (x)− fW ′(x)
≤
∫ [
(W¯2(a)− W¯ ′2(a))σ(W¯1(w)⊤x) + W¯ ′2(a)(σ(W¯1(w)⊤x)− σ(W¯ ′1(w)⊤x))
]
dρ0(a, w)
≤
√∫
(W¯2(a)− W¯ ′2(a))2dρ0(a, w) +
√∫
(W¯ ′2(a))2(σ(W¯1(w)⊤x)− σ(W¯ ′1(w)⊤x))2dρ0(a, w)
≤
√∫
(W2(a)−W ′2(a))2dρ0(a, w) +R
√∫
(σ(W¯1(w)⊤x)− σ(W¯ ′1(w)⊤x))2dρ0(a, w),
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where we used |σ(x)| ≤ 0, 1-Lipschitz continuity of the clipping operation and |W¯ ′2(a)| ≤ R. By
noticing that ‖x‖ ≤ D and σ and the clipping operation W (w) 7→ W¯ (w) are 1-Lipschitz continuous,
the right hand side can be further bounded by√∫
(W2(a)−W ′2(a))2dρ0(a, w) +R
√∫
(W¯1(w)⊤x− W¯ ′1(w)⊤x)2dρ0(a, w)
≤
√∫
(W2(a)−W ′2(a))2dρ0(a, w) +RD
√∫
‖W¯1(w) − W¯ ′1(w)‖2dρ0(a, w)
≤
√∫
(W2(a)−W ′2(a))2dρ0(a, w) +RD
√∫
‖W1(w) −W ′1(w)‖2dρ0(a, w)
≤ (1 +RD)
√∫
(W2(a)−W ′2(a))2 + ‖W1(w)−W ′1(w)‖2dρ0(a, w)
≤ (1 +RD)
√∫
‖W ((a, w)) −W ′((a, w))‖2dρ0(a, w) = (1 +RD)‖W −W ′‖L2(ρ0).
This gives the assertion.
D Proof of fast rate of excess risk bounds
D.1 Gaussian correlation inequality
Lemma 2 (Gaussian correlation inequality). Let H˜ be a separable Hilbert space equipped with the
complete orthonormal system (ei)
∞
i=1, and suppose that ν is a Gaussian measure in H˜ with mean 0
and covariance Σ = diag (µ1, µ2, . . . ) with respect to CONS (ei)i where
∑n
i=1 µ
2
i < ∞, that is, ν is
the distribution corresponding to
∑∞
i=1 ξi
√
µiei for ξi ∼ N(0, 1) (i.id.). Let A1 = {
∑∞
i=1 αiei ∈ H˜ |∑∞
i=1 aiα
2
i ≤ 1, αi ∈ R} for ai ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . ) and A2 = {
∑∞
i=1 αiei ∈ H˜ |
∑∞
i=1 biα
2
i ≤ 1, αi ∈ R}
for bi ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . ). Then, we have
ν(A1 ∩ A2) ≥ ν(A1)ν(A2).
Proof. Let A1n an A2n be the cylinder set that “truncates” A1 an A2 up to index n: A1n = {
∑∞
i=1 αiei ∈
H | ∑ni=1 aiα2i ≤ 1} and A2n = {∑∞i=1 αiei ∈ H | |∑ni=1 biα2i ≤ 1}. By the Gaussian correlation
inequality [54, 36], it holds that
ν(A1n ∩ A2n) ≥ ν(A1n)ν(A2n).
Note that we can apply the Gaussian correlation inequality for a finite dimensional Gaussian measure.
Next, we extend this inequality to the infinite dimensional space. Since (A1n)n is a monotonically
decreasing sequence, i.e., A1n ⊆ A1m for m < n, and ∩∞n=1A1n = A1, the continuity of probability
measure gives that limn→∞ ν(A1n) = ν(A1). Similarly, it holds that limn→∞ ν(A2n) = ν(A2).
Since A2 ⊂ A1n and A2 ⊂ A2n, it holds that ν(A1 ∩A2) ≤ ν(A1n ∩A2n). On the other hand, we also
have
ν(A1n ∩ A2n) = ν((A1 ∪ (A1n\A1)) ∩ (A2 ∪ (A2n\A2)))
≤ ν((A1 ∩ A2) ∪ (A1n\A1) ∪ (A2n\A2))
≤ ν(A1 ∩ A2) + ν(A1n\A1) + ν(A2n\A2)
→ ν(A1 ∩ A2).
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Therefore, we have that
lim
n→∞
ν(A1n ∩ A2n) = ν(A1 ∩ A2).
Combining all these arguments, we finally have that
ν(A1 ∩ A2) ≥ ν(A1)ν(A2).
D.2 Proof of general excess risk bound (Theorem 2)
Proof. Since σ and ℓ(y, ·) are in C3(R) and γ > 1/2, we can easily verify that the empirical risk satisfies
Assumption 1 by noticing the clipping operation in the model.
For 0 < θ < 1, let HK˜θ := HKθ(γ+1) . It is known that if the natural inclusion IK˜,K˜θ : HK˜ → HK˜θ
is Hilbert-Schmidt, then the sample path of ν˜β is included in HK˜θ probability 1 (Theorem 5.2 of [60]).
In our case, since µk . 1/k
2, the eigenvalues (µk(K˜))
∞
k=1 of K˜ satisfies µk(K˜) . 1/k
2(γ+1). Theorem
5.2 of [60] also states that IK˜,K˜θ is Hilbert-Schmidt if and only if
∑∞
k=0 µk(K˜)
1−θ < ∞. Therefore,
by setting α˜ := 1/{2(γ + 1)}, θ < 1 − α˜ is sufficient for this property. From now on, we assume that
θ < 1− α˜. For notational simplicity, let λβ := λβ.
EW∼ν˜β [‖T γ/2K W‖2HK˜θ ] = Tr[T
γ/2
K (λ
−1
β TK)T
γ/2
K T
−θ(γ+1)
K ] = λ
−1
β Tr[T
(γ+1)(1−θ)
K ]
Therefore, we obtain that, for R¯θ > 0,
ν˜β({h ∈ H | ‖h‖H
K˜θ
≥ λ−1/2β R¯θ}) ≤
EW∼ν˜β [‖T γ/2K W‖2HK˜θ ]
λ−1β R¯θ
≤ Tr[T
(γ+1)(1−θ)
K ]
R¯θ
.
Hence, by setting R¯θ = 2Tr[T
(γ+1)(1−θ)
K ], we can guarantee that ν˜β({h ∈ H | ‖h‖HK˜θ ≤ λ
−1/2
β R¯θ}) ≥
1/2.
Let Bǫ = (ǫBH) ∩ (λ−1/2β R¯θBHK˜θ ). We define
φ
(0)
β,λ(ǫ) := − log ν˜β({W ∈ H :W ∈ Bǫ}).
For any δ > 0, pick up h∗ such
λβ‖h∗‖2HK˜ ≤ (1 + δ) infh∈HK˜ :L(h)−L(f∗)≤ǫ2
λβ‖h‖2HK˜
L(h∗)− L(f∗) ≤ ǫ2.
Then, by Borel’s inequality, it holds that
− log ν˜β({h ∈ H : ‖h− h∗‖H ≤ ǫ}) ≤ (1 + δ)φβ,λ(ǫ).
L is the smoothness of the loss function and with respect to W
L(f∗) + 〈fh∗ − f∗,∇L(f∗)〉L2 +
1
2L
‖∇L(fh∗)−∇L(f∗)‖2L2 ≤ L(fh∗)
Thus,
‖∇L(fh∗)‖2L2 ≤ 2LL(h∗) ≤ 2Lǫ2.
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Therefore, for any h such that ‖h− h∗‖H ≤ ǫ satisfies
L(h) ≤ L(fh∗) + 〈fh − fh∗ ,∇L(fh∗)〉L2 +
L
2
‖fh − fh∗‖2L2
≤ L(fh∗) + 1
2
‖fh − fh∗‖2L2 +
1
2
‖∇L(fh∗)‖2L2 +
L
2
‖fh − fh∗‖2∞
≤ L(fh∗) + 1
2
‖fh − fh∗‖2∞ +
1
2
2Lǫ2 +
L
2
‖fh − fh∗‖2∞
≤ ǫ2 + 1 + L
2
(1 +RD)2‖h− h∗‖2H + Lǫ2
≤
(
1 +
(1 + L)(1 +RD)2
2
+ L
)
ǫ2 =: C(L,R,D)ǫ
2.
This yields that
− log ν˜β({h ∈ H : L(h)− L(f∗) ≤ C(L,R,D)ǫ2})
≤ − log ν˜β({h ∈ H : L(h)− L(f∗) ≤ C(L,R,D)ǫ2, ‖h− h∗‖H ≤ ǫ})
≤ (1 + δ)φβ,λ(ǫ).
Since δ is arbitrary, we obtain that
− log ν˜β({h ∈ H : L(h)− L(f∗) ≤ C(L,R,D)ǫ2}) ≤ φβ,λ(ǫ). (14)
By the Gaussian correlation inequality (Lemma 2), we have that
φ
(0)
β,λ(ǫ) = − log ν˜β({W ∈ H |W ∈ Bǫ})
≤ − log[ν˜β({h ∈ H | ‖h‖H ≤ ǫ})× ν˜β({h ∈ H | ‖h‖H
K˜θ
≤ λ−1/2β R¯θ})]
≤ − log[ν˜β({h ∈ H | ‖h‖H ≤ ǫ})× 1/2]
= − log ν˜β({h ∈ H | ‖h‖H ≤ ǫ}) + log(2).
Therefore, we can see that
inf
h∈HK˜ :L(h)−L(f∗)≤ǫ2/2
λβ‖h‖2HK˜ + φ
(0)
β,λ(ǫ) ≤ φβ,λ(ǫ).
Here we define ǫ∗ as
ǫ∗ := max{inf{ǫ > 0 : φβ,λ(ǫ) ≤ βǫ2}, n− 12−s }.
Let r > 1, and Mr := −2Φ−1(e−βǫ∗2r) where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the
standard normal distribution. Since Φ−1(y) ≥ −√5/2 log(1/y) for every y ∈ (0, 1), Mr is bounded by
−Mr/2 ≥ −
√
5
2
log(eβǫ∗2r) = −
√
5
2
βǫ∗2r ⇒Mr ≤
√
10βǫ∗2r
if e−βǫ
∗2r ≤ 1/2. Let
Fr := Bǫ∗ +Mrλ−1/2β BHK˜ .
By Borell’s inequality (Theorem 3.1 of [10]), the prior probability mass of Fr is lower bounded by
ν˜β(Fr) ≥ Φ(Mr + αr)
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where αr ∈ R is determined by
Φ(αr) = ν˜β(Bǫ∗) = e
−φ(0)β,λ(ǫ∗).
Since φ
(0)
β,λ(ǫ
∗) ≤ φβ,λ(ǫ∗) + log(2) ≤ βǫ∗2 ≤ βǫ∗2r, we have Φ(αr) ≥ e−βǫ∗2r which implies
αr ≥ −1
2
Mr.
Therefore,
ν˜β(Fr) ≥ Φ(Mr + αr) ≥ Φ(Mr/2) ≥ 1− exp(−βǫ∗2r).
By the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [71], we obtain that the metric entropy of Fr is bounded by
logN (Fr, ǫ∗, ‖ · ‖H) ≤ 1
2
M2r + φ
(0)
β,λ(ǫ
∗),
and, more strongly, there exist h1, . . . , hNǫ ∈ Fr for Nǫ := N (Fr, ǫ∗, ‖ · ‖H) such that
Fr ⊂ Bǫ + {h1, . . . , hNǫ}.
This indicates that, even for smaller ǫ′ ≤ ǫ∗, it holds that
logN (Fr, ǫ′, ‖ · ‖H) ≤ Nǫ + logN (Bǫ, ǫ′, ‖ · ‖H).
Then, if we let φ˜(ǫ′) = logN ((λ−1/2β R¯θ)BHK˜θ , ǫ′, ‖ · ‖H), then it holds that
logN (Fr , ǫ′, ‖ · ‖H) ≤ Nǫ + φ˜(ǫ′) ≤ 1
2
M2r + φ
(0)
β,λ(ǫ
∗) + φ˜(ǫ′) ≤ (5r + 1)βǫ∗2 + φ˜(ǫ′). (15)
Note that if ǫ′ > ǫ, then by using the fact Nǫ′ ≤ Nǫ, we can see that this inequality still holds:
logN (Fr, ǫ′, ‖·‖H) = Nǫ′ ≤ Nǫ ≤ Nǫ+ φ˜(ǫ′). The covering number of BH
K˜θ
can be evaluated using the
decay rate of the spectrum (µk(K˜
θ))k [62]. Indeed, µk(K˜
θ) . k−
θ
α˜ implies φ˜(ǫ′) . (ǫ′/λ1/2β )
−2α˜/θ [62,
Theorem 15]. Moreover, the small ball probability φ
(0)
β,λ(ǫ) can be evaluated using the covering number.
First notice that φ
(0)
β,λ(ǫ) = − log ν˜β({W ∈ H | W ∈ Bǫ}) ≤ − log ν˜β({W ∈ H | ‖W‖H ≤ ǫ}) =: ϕ(ǫ),
and then [24] showed that
ϕ(2ǫ) . logN
(
ǫ√
2ϕ(ǫ)
, λ
−1/2
β BHK , ‖ · ‖H
)
. ϕ(ǫ).
Here, since the entropy number in the middle is evaluated as logN
(
ǫ, λ
−1/2
β BHK , ‖ · ‖H
)
.
(ǫ/λ
1/2
β )
−2α˜, we obtain
φ
(0)
β,λ(ǫ) ≤ ϕ(ǫ) .
(
ǫ
λ
1/2
β
)− 2α˜1−α˜
. (16)
In this setting, we will show that, for any r > 1, there exists an event E with respect to data
generation Dn and exists u
∗ > 0 such that
A : P (Ec) ≤ 2e−c′min{βǫ∗2,nǫ∗2(2−s)}r for a constant c′ > 0,
B : L̂(W )− L̂(f∗) ≥ 1
2
[(L(h)− L(f∗))− u∗r] (∀h ∈ Fr)
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under the event E ,
C : E[π∞(Fcr )1E ] ≤ 2 exp
[
− 12 (r − 2)βǫ∗2
]
,
D : E[π∞({W ∈ Fr : L(W )− L(f∗) ≥ 3ru∗})1E ] ≤ exp
[
− 12 (r − 2)βǫ∗2
]
.
From now on, we will define u∗ and E and derive bound for each A,B,C,D one by one.
Step 1: Bound of B and definitions of u∗ and E.
By Talangrand’s concentration inequality [66, 12], we have
P
(
sup
h∈Fr
|L(h)− L(f∗)− L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)|
L(h)− L(f∗) + u
≥ 2E
[
sup
h∈Fr
|L(h)− L(f∗)− L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)|
L(h)− L(f∗) + u
]
+
√
2t
n
V +
2tU
n
)
≤ exp(−t),
for any t ≥ 1, where
V = sup
h∈Fr
E[(ℓ(h, Z)− ℓ(f∗, Z)− E[ℓ(h, Z)− ℓ(f∗, Z)])2]
(L(h) − L(f∗) + u)2
and
U = sup
h∈Fr
‖ℓ(h, ·)− ℓ(f∗, ·)− E[ℓ(h, Z)− ℓ(f∗, Z)]‖∞
L(h)− L(f∗) + u .
By the boundedness assumption of the loss function, we can see that
U ≤ R¯
u
.
Moreover, by the Bernstein condition, it holds that
Var[ℓ(fh, Z)− ℓ(f∗, Z)] ≤ E[(ℓ(fh, Z)− ℓ(f∗, Z))2] ≤ CB(L(h) − L(f∗))s,
which gives
V ≤ CB sup
h∈Fr
(L(h)− L(f∗))s
(L(h)− L(f∗) + u)2 ≤
CB
u2−s
.
Therefore, we have that
P
(
sup
h∈Fr
|L(h)− L(f∗)− L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)|
L(h)− L(f∗) + u
≥ 2E
[
sup
h∈Fr
|L(h)− L(f∗)− L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)|
L(h)− L(f∗) + u
]
+
√
2B
nu2−s
t+
2R¯
nu
t
)
≤ exp(−t), (17)
for any t ≥ 1.
Hereafter, we bound the expectation of the supremum of the ratio type empirical process:
E
[
suph∈Fr
|L(h)−L(f∗)−L̂(h)−L̂(f∗)|
L(h)−L(f∗)+u
]
. Let the empirical L2-norm be ‖h‖n :=
√
1
n
∑n
i=1 h(zi)
2. By
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the usual Rademacher complexity and covering number argument (Lemma 11.4 of [11], Theorem 5.22
of [74] and Lemma A.5 of [6] for example), the non-ratio-type empirical process can be bounded as
E
[
sup
h∈Fr:L(h)−L(f∗)≤u
|L(h)− L(f∗)− L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)|
]
≤ 2E
[
sup
h∈Fr:L(h)−L(f∗)≤u
| 1
n
n∑
i=1
ǫi(ℓ(fh, zi)− ℓ(f∗, zi)− (L(h) − L(f∗)))|
]
≤ CE
[
inf
a>0
{
a+
∫ rˆ(u)
a
√
logN ({ℓ(fh, ·)− ℓ(f∗, ·) | h ∈ Fr, L(h)− L(f∗) ≤ u}, ‖ · ‖n, ǫ′)
n
dǫ′
}]
,
where rˆ(u) := sup{‖ℓ(fh, ·) − ℓ(f∗, ·)‖2n | h ∈ Fr, L(h) − L(f∗) ≤ u} and C is a universal constant.
The Dudley integral in the right hand side can be bounded by∫ rˆ(u)
a
√
logN ({ℓ(fh, ·)− ℓ(f∗, ·) | h ∈ Fr, L(h)− L(f∗) ≤ u}, ‖ · ‖n, ǫ′)
n
dǫ′
≤
∫ rˆ(u)
a
√
logN ({fh | h ∈ Fr}, ‖ · ‖∞, ǫ′)
n
dǫ′
(1)
.
∫ rˆ(u)
a
√
logN (Fr, ‖ · ‖H, ǫ′)
n
dǫ′
(2)
≤
∫ rˆ(u)
a
√
Nǫ∗ + φ˜(ǫ′)
n
dǫ′,
where we used Lemma 1 to show (1), and (2) is shown by Eq. (15). If we let a = 1/n, then we have
E
[
sup
h∈Fr:L(h)−L(f∗)≤u
|L(h)− L(f∗)− L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)|
]
≤C
 1
n
+
∫ rˆ(u)
1/n
√
Nǫ∗ + φ˜(ǫ′)
n
dǫ′
 =: ψr,ǫ∗(u).
Here, we assume that ψr,ǫ∗(u) satisfies ψr,ǫ∗(2u) ≤ 2ψr,ǫ∗(u) for u > 0, then the so called peeling device
gives
E
[
sup
h∈Fr
|L(h)− L(f∗)− L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)|
L(h)− L(f∗) + u
]
≤ 4ψr,ǫ∗(u)
u
.
(Theorem 7.7 and Eq. (7.17) of [61]). Therefore, Eq. (17) can yields that
P
(
sup
h∈Fr
|L(h)− L(f∗)− L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)|
L(h)− L(f∗) + u ≥ 8
ψr,ǫ∗(u)
u
+
√
2CB
nu2−s
t+
2R¯
nu
t
)
≤ exp(−t).
Here, for t1 = βǫ
∗2, set u∗ as
u∗ := max
{
ǫ∗2, inf
{
u > 0 : 8
ψ1,ǫ∗(u)
u
+
√
2CB
nu2−s
t1 +
2R¯
nu
t1 ≤ 1
2
}}
.
Then for more general t = t1r = βǫ
∗2r, it holds that
L̂(h)− L̂(f∗) ≥ 1
2
[(L(h)− L(f∗))− u∗r],
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uniformly over all h ∈ Fr with probability 1− e−βǫ∗2r. We denote this event by E1.
Eq. (14) gives that
− log ν˜β({h ∈ H : L(h)− L(f∗) ≤ C(L,R,D)ǫ∗2}) ≤ φβ,λ(ǫ∗).
Let the conditional probability measure of ν˜β conditioned on the set Aǫ∗ := {h ∈ H : L(h)− L(f∗) ≤
C(L,R,D)ǫ
∗2} be
ν˜β(B|Aǫ∗) := ν˜β(B ∩ Aǫ
∗)
ν˜β(Aǫ∗)
,
for a measurable set B ⊂ H. Let ℓ¯(Z) := ∫ ℓ(h, Z)ν˜β(dh|Aǫ∗). Then, we have that∫
exp
(
−β(L̂(h)− L̂(f∗))
)
dν˜β(h|Aǫ∗)
≥ exp
(
−
∫
β(L̂(h)− L̂(f∗))dν˜β(h|Aǫ∗)
)
= exp
[
−β
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
ℓ¯(zi)− E[ℓ¯(Z)]
)]
.
Now, by the Bernstein’s inequality,
P
 1
n
n∑
i=1
ℓ¯(zi)− E[ℓ¯(Z)] ≥
√
2CB(C(L,R,D)ǫ∗2)st
n
+
R¯t
n
 ≤ e−t,
for t ≥ 0. Here, let t = 18 min{ 12CBCs(L,R,D) ,
1
R¯
}nǫ∗2(2−s)r, then it holds that
P
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
ℓ¯(zi)− E[ℓ¯(Z)] ≥ 1
2
ǫ∗2r
)
≤ e−
1
8 min{ 12CBCs(L,R,D) ,
1
R¯
}nǫ∗2(2−s)r
,
under a condition of ǫ∗ ≤ 1. Therefore, this and the definition of ν˜β(·|Aǫ∗) give that∫
exp
(
−β(L̂(h)− L̂(f∗))
)
dν˜β(h) ≥ exp
(
− 12βǫ∗2r
)
ν˜β(Aǫ∗)
≥ exp
(
− 12βǫ∗2r − βǫ∗2
)
≥ exp
(
−( r2 + 1)βǫ∗2
)
.
with probability 1− exp[− 18 min{ 12CBCs(L,R,D) ,
1
R¯
}nǫ∗2(2−s)r]. We define this event as E2.
Combining E1 and E2, we define E = E1 ∩ E2, then P (E) ≥ 1 − e−βǫ∗2r −
e
− 18 min{ 12CBCs(L,R,D) ,
1
R¯
}nǫ∗2(2−s)r ≥ 1− 2e−c′min{βǫ∗2,nǫ∗2(2−s)}r for a constant c′ > 0.
Step 2: Bound of C.
Next, we evaluate the term C.
E[π∞(Fcr )1E ] ≤ E
[
1E exp
(
( r2 + 1)βǫ
∗2
)∫
h∈Fcr
exp(−β(L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)))dν˜β(h)
]
≤ exp
(
( r2 + 1)βǫ
∗2
)∫
h∈Fcr
E[exp(−nβ
n
(L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)))]dν˜β(h)
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= exp
(
( r2 + 1)βǫ
∗2
)∫
h∈Fcr
n∏
i=1
EZi
[
exp
(
−β
n
(ℓ(h, Zi)− ℓ(f∗, Zi))
)]
dν˜β(h)
≤ exp
(
( r2 + 1)βǫ
∗2
)
ν˜β(Fcr )
≤ 2 exp
(
( r2 + 1)βǫ
∗2 − βǫ∗2r
)
= 2 exp
(
− 12 (r − 2)βǫ∗2
)
.
Step 3: Bound of D.
Next, we evaluate the term D.
E[π∞({W ∈ Fr : L(W )− L(f∗) ≥ 3ru∗})1E ]
= E
[∫
L(h)−L(f∗)≥3ru∗ exp(−β(L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)))dν˜β(h)∫
exp(−β(L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)))dν˜β(h)
1E
]
≤ E
[
1E exp
(
( r2 + 1)βǫ
∗2
) ∫
L(h)−L(f∗)≥3ru∗
exp(−β(L̂(h)− L̂(f∗)))dν˜β(h)
]
≤ E
[
1E exp
(
( r2 + 1)βǫ
∗2
) ∫
L̂(h)−L̂(f∗)≥ru∗
exp (−βru∗) dν˜β(h)
]
≤ exp
(
( r2 + 1)βǫ
∗2 − rβu∗
)
≤ exp
[
− 12 (r − 2)βǫ∗2
]
.
Step 4: Integrating all bounds of A,B,C,D.
Finally, we integrate all bounds to obtain an excess risk bound.
EDn
[∫
L(W ) − L(f∗)dπ∞(W )
]
=EDn
[∫ ∞
0
π∞[{W ∈ H : L(W ) − L(f∗) > t}]dt
]
=
∫ ∞
0
EDn {π∞[{W ∈ H : L(W )− L(f∗) > t}]}dt (by Fubuni’s theorem)
=3u∗ +
∫ ∞
1
3u∗EDn {π∞[{W ∈ H : L(W )− L(f∗) > 3ru∗}]}dr
≤3u∗ + 3u∗
∫ ∞
1
min{A+B + C +D, 1}dr
≤3u∗ + 3u∗
∫ ∞
1
min
{
exp
(
− 12 (r − 2)βǫ∗2
)
+ 2e−c
′min{βǫ∗2,nǫ∗2(2−s)}r, 1
}
dr
.u∗. (18)
Step 5: Evaluation of u∗.
Based on the arguments above, our goal is reduced to evaluating u∗. We note that
E[rˆ(u)2] ≤ us + R¯ψr,ǫ∗(u) ≤ us + R¯E
∫ rˆ(u)
0
√√√√βǫ∗2 + (ǫ′/λ1/2β )−2α˜/θ
n
dǫ′

= us +
√
βǫ∗2
n
E[rˆ2(u)] +
1√
n
λ
α˜/θ
β E[(rˆ(u))
1−α˜/θ]
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≤ us +
√
βǫ∗2
n
E[rˆ2(u)] +
1√
n
λ
α˜/θ
β (E[rˆ(u)
2])(1−α˜/θ)/2.
Therefore, we have that
E[rˆ(u)2] . us ∨ β
n
ǫ∗2r ∨ n− 11+α˜/θ λ
2α˜/θ
1+α˜/θ
β .
This gives that
ψr,ǫ∗(u) .E
∫ rˆ(u)
0
√√√√βǫ∗2 + (ǫ′/λ1/2β )−2α˜/θ
n
dǫ′

.
√
βǫ∗2
n
E[rˆ(u)2] +
1√
n
λ
α˜/θ
β (E[rˆ(u)
2])(1−α˜/θ)/2
.
β
n
ǫ∗2 + n−
1
1+α˜/θ λ
2α˜/θ
1+α˜/θ
β + u
s/2
√
βǫ∗2
n
+ n−
1
1+α˜/θ λ
2α˜/θ
1+α˜/θ
β (∵ Young’s inequality).
Therefore, by the definition of u∗, we obtain that
u∗ . ǫ∗2 ∨
(
β
n
ǫ∗2 + n−
1
1+α˜/θ λ
2α˜/θ
1+α˜/θ
β
) 1
2−s
∨ 1
n
.
This yields the assertion.
D.3 Proof of fast rate for classification (Theorem 3)
Proof. Since both W¯2(a) and W¯1(w) are bounded and the activation function σ is included in the
Ho¨lder class Cm(R), the model {fW | W ∈ H} is also included in the Ho¨lder class Cm(X ) with
regularity m and especially it is included in the Sobolev space Wm(X ):
fW ∈ Wm(X ).
Moreover, since the logistic loss is C∞-class and its derivative up to m-th order is upper bounded,
the function x 7→ ℓ(fW (x), y) is also included in Wm(X ) for all y ∈ {±1}. Therefore, hˆW (x) :=
EY |x[ℓ(fW (x), Y )](= h(fW (x)|x)) is also included in Wm(X ). Moreover, ‖hˆW ‖Wm ≤ C uniformly
over all W ∈ H.
In this setting, it is known that the following inequality holds
‖hˆW − h∗‖∞ ≤ C‖hˆW − h∗‖1−
d
2m
L2(PX )
‖hˆW − h∗‖
d
2m
Wm ,
(see [9, 62]). Combining this with the assumption h∗ ∈ Wm(X ) and the fact ‖hˆW ‖Wm ≤ C, if
‖hˆW − h∗‖L2(PX ) ≤ ǫ for sufficiently small ǫ, we have an L∞-norm bound as ‖hˆW − h∗‖∞ ≤ C′ǫ1−
d
2m .
Thus, if we choose ǫ1−
d
2m = Θ(δ), then W satisfying ‖hˆW − h∗‖L2(PX ) ≤ ǫ admits
‖hˆW − h∗‖∞ < δ/2.
Then, by the assumption that h∗(x) ≤ log(2)− δ, it holds that
hˆW (x) < log(2)− δ/2 (a.s.),
which indicates that
PX(sign(fW (X)) = g
∗(X)) = 1.
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Therefore, we only need to bound the quantity ‖hˆWk − h∗‖2L2(PX ) for Wk ∼ πk.
Here, we show that the Bernstein condition (Assumption 2) is satisfied with s = 1 under As-
sumptions 3. By Assumptions 3 and ‖fW ‖∞ ≤ R for any W ∈ H by the definition of the clipping
operator, it holds that ‖f∗‖∞ ≤ R. Therefore, Lemma 3 yields the Bernstein condition with s = 1
and CB = 4 + 2R. Therefore, ‖hˆW − h∗‖2L2(PX) can be bounded as
‖hˆW − h∗‖2L2(PX)
≤EZ [(ℓ(fW , Z)− ℓ(f∗, Z))2]
≤CB(L(W ) − L(f∗))s = CB(L(W ) − L(f∗)),
where we used Jensen’s inequality in the first inequality, and we applied s = 1 we have shown above
to the last equality. First, we consider the stationary distribution. For any ǫ′ > u∗, we have already
shown in the proof of Theorem 2 (See Eq. (18) ) that
EDn [π∞({W ∈ H | L(W )− L(f∗) ≥ ǫ′})] (19)
≤C exp(−cβu∗ × (ǫ′/u∗)) = C exp(−cβǫ′). (20)
Next, we consider the intermediate solution Wk. Suppose that the sample size n is sufficiently large
and λ is appropriately chosen with sufficiently large β so that u∗ ≪ δ2m/(2m−d)3. The probability of
misclassification is bounded by
E[πk({Wk ∈ H | PX(sign(fWk(X)) = sign(f∗(X))) 6= 1})]
≤E [PWk∼πk [L(Wk)− L(f∗) ≥ ǫ/CB]]
=E [PWk∼πk,W∼π∞ [L(Wk)− L(W )− (L(f∗)− L(W )) ≥ ǫ/CB]]
≤E [PWk∼πk,W∼π∞ [L(Wk)− L(W ) ≥ ǫ/(2CB)]] + E [PW∼π∞ [L(f∗)− L(W ) ≥ ǫ/(2CB)]]
≤E [EWk∼πk,W∼π∞ [L(Wk)− L(W )]/(ǫ/(2CB))] + E [PW∼π∞ [L(f∗)− L(W ) ≥ ǫ/(2CB)]]
.
Ξk
δ2m/(2m−d)
+ exp(−c′βδ2m/(2m−d)),
where we used ǫ = Θ(δ2m/(2m−d)) and Eq. (20) in the last inequality. Therefore, for a fixed δ, we can
obtain the Bayes classifier with high probability by setting η sufficiently small and taking sufficiently
large k.
Making the first term as large as the second term.
We see that the first term in the right hand side is coming from the bound of
E [PWk∼πk,W∼π∞ [L(Wk)− L(W ) ≥ ǫ/(2CB)]]. To bound this, we used the following bound:
PWk∼πk,W∼π∞ [L(Wk)− L(W ) ≥ ǫ/(2CB)] ≤ EWk∼πk,W∼π∞ [L(Wk)− L(W )]/(ǫ/(2CB))
.
Ξk
δ2m/(2m−d)
,
almost surely. Therefore, if Ξk is sufficiently small such that
Ξk
δ2m/(2m−d)
≪ 1, then we have
PWk∼πk,W∼π∞ [L(Wk)− L(W ) ≥ ǫ/(2CB)] ≤ 1/2.
Therefore, by running the algorithm S-times and picking up the beset Wk in terms of the validation
error (write it as W
(S)
k ), then we have that
PWk∼πk,W∼π∞ [L(W (S)k )− L(W ) ≥ ǫ/(2CB)] ≤ 1/2S.
3This is a more precise meaning of the sentence “the sample size n is sufficiently large and λ is appropriately chosen”
in the statement.
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Thus, for sufficiently large S such that the right hand side can be smaller than the second term
exp(−c′βδ2m/(2m−d)), then we have that
E
{
P
W
(S)
k
[
PX(sign(fW (S)k
(X)) = sign(f∗(X))) 6= 1
∣∣∣ Dn]} . exp(−c′βδ2m/(2m−d)).
Lemma 3. Suppose that ‖f∗‖∞ ≤ R and supW ‖fW‖∞ ≤ R. Then, the logistic loss satisfies the
Bernstein condition with s = 1 and CB = 4 + 2R.
Proof. Since ‖f∗‖∞ ≤ R, it holds that |h∗(x)| = |h(f∗(x)|x)| is also bounded by R (a.s.). Here, we fix
x ∈ X and write p = P (Y = 1|X = x). By the optimality of f∗(x), we have that p = 11+exp(−f∗(x)) .
Accordingly, we denote q = 11+exp(−fW (x)) .
Then, what we need to show is that
p
[
log
(
p
q
)]2
+ (1− p)
[
log
(
1− p
1− q
)]2
≤ CB
{
p log
(
p
q
)
+ (1− p) log
(
1− p
1− q
)}
. (21)
The right hand side can be rewritten as
p
[
log
(
p
q
)
+
1
p
(q − p)
]
+ (1− p)
[
log
(
1− p
1− q
)
− 1
1− p (q − p)
]
,
and by noticing the convexity of − log(·), each term of the right hand side is non-negative. We show
the inequality (21) by showing[
log
(
p
q
)]2
≤ CB
[
log
(
p
q
)
+
1
p
(q − p)
]
, (22)[
log
(
1− p
1− q
)]2
≤ CB
[
log
(
1− p
1− q
)
− 1
1− p (q − p)
]
. (23)
(I) Proof of Eq. (22). We show the inequality by considering the following four settings (i) p/2 ≤ q ≤ p,
(ii) q < p/2, (iii) p ≤ q ≤ 2p, (iv) 2p < q. Let f1(q) = log(p/q) + 1p (q − p) and f2(q) = [log(p/q)]2.
(i) (p/2 ≤ q ≤ p) Since f1(q) is a convex function satisfying d2dq2 f1(q) = 1/q2 ≥ 1/p2 (q ≤ p), f1(p) = 0
and f1(q) ≥ 0, it holds that f1(q) ≥ 1p2 (q−p)2 for all q ≤ p. On the other hand, 0 ≤ log(p/q) ≤ 2p (q−p)
for p/2 ≤ q ≤ p, it holds that f2(q) ≤ 4p2 (q − p)2 (q ≤ p). Therefore, we have that
4f1(q) ≥ f2(q) (p/2 ≤ ∀q ≤ p).
(ii) (q < p/2). Since f1(q) ≥ 1p2 (p− q)2 (q ≤ p) and − 1p (q − p) ≤ 2 1p2 (q − p)2 ≤ 2f1(q) (∀q ≤ p/2), we
have that
−1
3
log(p/q) ≤ 1
p
(q − p) ≤ 0 (∀q ≤ p/2).
Therefore, we have that
f1(q) ≥ 2
3
log(p/q) ≥ 2
3 log(p/q)
[log(p/q)]2 ≥ 2
3 log(1 + exp(R))
f2(q),
where we used p ≤ 1 and q = 11+exp(−fW (x)) ≥ 11+exp(R) .
(iii) (p ≤ q ≤ 2p). In this setting, the convexity of − log(·) gives 0 ≥ log(p/q) = − log(q/p) ≥ 1p (p− q).
Therefore, it holds that f2(q) ≤ 1p2 (p− q)2. On the other hand, since f ′′2 (q) = 1q2 ≥ 14p2 , it holds that
f1(x) ≥ 14p2 (p− q)2. Therefore, we have
4f1(q) ≥ f2(q) (p ≤ ∀q ≤ 2p).
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(iv) (2p < q). By the convexity of − log(q), we have that
− 1
log(2)
log(q/p) ≥ − 1
p log(2)
(q − 2p)− 1 ≥ −1
p
(q − 2p)− 1 = −1
p
(q − p) (∀q > 2p).
This yields that
f1(q) ≥
(
1− 1
log(2)
)
log(p/q) =
1− log(2)
log(2)
log(q/p) ≥ 0 (∀q > 2p).
(Remember that log(2) < 1). Therefore,
f1(q) ≥ 1− log(2)
log(2) log(q/p)
[log(q/p)]2 ≥ 1− log(2)
log(2) log(1 + exp(R))
[log(q/p)]2
=
1− log(2)
log(2) log(1 + exp(R))
f2(q) (∀q > 2p),
where we used q ≤ 1 and p ≥ 11+exp(R) .
(II) Proof of Eq. (23). This is shown completely in the same manner with the proof of Eq. (22) by
setting p← 1− p and q ← 1− q.
(III) Combining (I) and (II), we have the equations (22) and (23) with
CB = max
{
4,
3
2
log(1 + exp(R)),
log(2)
1− log(2) log(1 + exp(R))
}
≤ 4 + 2R,
where we used 32 ≤ log(2)1−log(2) ≤ 3, log
2(2)
1−log(2) ≤ 2, and log(1 + exp(R)) ≤ log(2) + R by the Lipschitz
continuity of x 7→ log(1 + exp(x)). Therefore, by resetting CB = 4 + 2R, we obtain the assertion.
D.4 Derivation of the fast rate of regression (Eq. (10))
Since f∗ is realized by fW∗ , ‖fW ‖∞ ≤ R for any W ∈ H and ǫi ≤ C, we have that
ℓ(Y, fW (X)) = (Y − fW (X))2 = (fW∗ + ǫ− fW (X))2 ≤ 2[(fW∗(X)− fW (X))2 + ǫ2] ≤ 2(4R2 + C2).
Therefore, the assumption 0 ≤ ℓ(Y, fW (X)) ≤ R¯ (∀W ∈ H) (a.s.) is obtained by R¯ = 2(4R2 + C2).
Other assumptions in
Write HK˜θ := HKθ(γ+1) . As we have stated in the main text, we can show the “bias” and “variance”
terms can be bounded as
inf
h∈HK˜ :L(h)−L(f∗)≤ǫ2
λβ‖h‖2HK˜ . λβǫ
− 2(1−θ)θ ,
− log ν˜β({h ∈ H : ‖h‖H ≤ ǫ}) . (ǫ/λ1/2β )−
2α˜
1−α˜ .
The variance term has been already evaluated in Eq. (16). Now, we evaluate the bias term. By the
definitions of HK˜ , W ∗ ∈ HK˜ means that there exists (ak)∞k=0 such that
W ∗ =
∞∑
k=0
√
µ
θ(γ+1)
k akek, and
∞∑
k=0
a2k <∞.
Here, we denoteQ :=
∑∞
k=0 a
2
k. Now, let W˜ =
∑N
k=0
√
µ
θ(γ+1)
k akek for someN ∈ N as an approximator
of W ∗. Then, its norm in HK˜ can be evaluated as
‖W˜‖2HK˜ =
N∑
k=0
µ
−(γ+1)
k µ
θ(γ+1)
k a
2
k =
N∑
k=0
µ
(θ−1)(γ+1)
k a
2
k. (24)
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We evaluate the discrepancy between W ∗ and W˜ and evaluate its norm in H. Since W ∗ − W˜ =∑∞
k=N+1
√
µ
θ(γ+1)
k akek, its H-norm is given by
‖W ∗ − W˜‖2H =
∞∑
k=N+1
µ
θ(γ+1)
k a
2
k. (25)
Note that L(fW˜ ) − L(f∗) = ‖fW˜ − f∗‖2L2(PX) ≤ (1 + RD)‖W˜ −W ∗‖2H by Lemma 1. Therefore, to
ensure L(fW˜ )−L(f∗) ≤ ǫ2, it suffices to let (1+RD)‖W˜ −W ∗‖2H ≤ ǫ2. By Eq. (25), this means that∑∞
k=N+1 µ
θ(γ+1)
k a
2
k ≤ ǫ2/(1 +RD). Here, note that
‖W ∗ − W˜‖2H =
∞∑
k=N+1
µ
θ(γ+1)
k a
2
k ≤ µθ(γ+1)N+1
∞∑
k=N+1
a2k ≤ cθ(γ+1)µ (N + 2)−2θ(γ+1)Q.
Hence, by setting N ∝ ǫ−1/[θ(γ+1)], we can let L(fW˜ ) − L(f∗) ≤ ǫ2. In this setting of N , Eq. (24)
gives that
‖W˜‖2HK˜ ≤
N∑
k=0
c(θ−1)(γ+1)µ (k + 1)
−2(θ−1)(γ+1)a2k
≤ c(θ−1)(γ+1)µ (N + 1)−2(θ−1)(γ+1)Q . ǫ2(θ−1)/θ = ǫ−2(1−θ)/θ,
which gives the bias term bound.
Combining the bias and variance terms, we may choose ǫ∗ as the infimum of ǫ such that λβǫ−
2(1−θ)
θ +
(ǫ/λ
1/2
β )
− 2α˜1−α˜ ≤ βǫ2. That is, we have that
ǫ∗2 . max
{
λ−α˜β β
−(1−α˜),
(
λβ
β
)θ
, n−
1
2−s
}
= max
{
λ−α˜β−1, λθ, n−
1
2−s
}
.
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